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COMPOSITION OF FUTURISM IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Vaska Sandeva1, Katerina Despot2
Department of Architecture and Design, University Goce Delchev - Stip
Abstract: In landscape architectural compositions are assembled within the
functions to fulfill that space. Aesthetic plan futuristic compositions lie in naturalism
and symbolism. The successful preparation of the composition implies compliance of
abstract shapes, sizes and forms of vegetation, architecture, specific sculpture and
the effects obtained with the use of water. This alignment of the elements in the
landscape should be within the entire park area. Landscape composition in art, like
other arts, treat placements and the connection of the elements or parts of the
relevant work in a single system. Landscape architecture in general and futurism
conventionally conceived and implemented in two components: planning and spatial
composition. The futuristic compositions park architecture addressing the
simultaneous multiple perspective that retain the relative immobility of the building,
with a desire to show the movement. Funds are indicating individual successive
stages of "divided" the movement parts of space and form.
Key words: Design, art, landscape, architecture, composition.
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, the founder of Futurism, wondered: "Why should we
look to the past rather than to penetrate the mysterious door of the future that is
impossible? Time and Space died yesterday. We already live in absoluteness have done
speed, eternal and omnipresent! "Then, in 1909, the Italian public had no answer, so she
woke up and created a vocal movement of the 20th century. Now we have a clear answer:
"Because tomorrow I have a job interview."
Futurism
The early 20th century, through Einstein's theory of relativity says that space and
time are not strictly separate concepts and that time is not something absolute. The end
result is a completely new perception of the world which does not work in accordance with
the coordinate system of space-time. A new idea of space in which objects and beings, not
just users.
His innovative ideas were too abstract for "reasonable" people, but the idea of artists
unique area was known since the Impressionists and now they are under the jurisdiction of
the physicists who have to change the world.
1 Vaska Sandevа, Assoc. Prof. Dr., Department of Architecture and Design, University Goce Delchev - Stip,
Macedonia, e-mail: vaska.sandeva@ugd.edu.mk
2 Katerina Despot, Assoc. Prof. Dr., Department of Architecture and Design, University Goce Delchev -
Stip, Macedonia, e-mail: katerina.despot@ugd.edu.mk
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Early 20th century was marked by the rapid development of industry and
revolutionary discoveries. At the same time, there are great powers, the developed
capitalist countries, including intolerance occurred because of the desire for power over
colonies. This state of the world's leading arts and sudden changes. It seems that the whole
series - washed, art direction (covered by the name of the avant-garde, who have a
common cause:
 dissatisfaction with traditional creativity
 general crisis of civil society
 general sense of chaos
 feelings of helplessness
 fear
Man who threatened with rapid technical development
In 1909. Tomezo Marinetti, Italian futurist artist, the manifesto of Futurism and it
marked the beginning of the existence of the movement futurists. In all areas of art
historical themes were rejected in favor of a new age of machines, especially fast cars,
planes and so on. This meant the destruction of the old ideas of beauty in favor of the new
urban industrial culture. Their goals were to show multiple views of an object which were
combined with their preoccupation speed.
In the manifesto Marinetti wrote:
1. We will love vospeeme dangers dependence of the energy and fearlessness
2. Bravery, courage and rebellion will be a key element of our poetry.
3. To this date the literature was raising enthusiasm and dreaming. We want to
celebrate the aggressiveness of the movement, insomnia, rhythmic expulsion of a
runner and a deadly jumper.
4. Announcing that the beauty of the world is enriched with a new element: the beauty
of speed.
5. The poet should be attached with fervor, pomp and generosity, to enthusiastic bursts
fever for the primary elements.
6. With the exception of the fight, there is no other beauty. No work without an
aggressive character can be a masterpiece. The poetry should be like a violent attack
of unknown elements, to podchinuva man.
7. We stand on the last cape on the coast of the ages! ... Why should we look back after
knowing the thing that we want is to break down the mysterious doors of the
Impossible? Time and Space died yesterday. We already live in absoluteness, that’s
why we created an eternal, omnipresent speed.
8. We will celebrate the war - the only hygiene in the world – the love of war,
patriotism, destruction-gesture of liberators, beautiful ideas worth dying for and the
contempt for women.
9. You will destroy the museums, libraries, academies of a different kind, we will fight
against moralism, feminism and against all opportunist and utilitarian meanness.
The futuristic architect Sant Elia Malden died young, but he left a big mark in the
history of design with its ideas for modern cities, which are still used. The ladder-kind
terraces, balconies and air bridges in his drawings reflect the excitement and fascination
from the modern technology. He was saying:
"I confirm that, as ancient people drew inspiration from nature and the natural world,
so we materially, spiritually and artistically, must find our inspiration in the new
mechanical world we create."
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He dismissed the tradition of adding decoration on structures saying that decoration
as an element added to the architecture is absurd and that the decorative value of futuristic
architecture depends on the use of an original combination of natural and artificial
materials.
Although futuristic manifesto of Futurism and the impact of futurism has a lot of
confusion, inconsistencies, ambiguities, emptiness and unfulfilled programming principles,
procedures borrowed from previous schools - futurism has some merit. Mainly there are
innovations in the language, the release of expression, changes in the configuration of lines
and shapes. Italian futurism has achieved significant results in art and design, with a strong
impact on other routes out of the futuristic circle:
Therefore created futuristic concepts in any particular landscape design is
underpinned by a good compositions that require release of all limitations and launching
ideas that change the amalgamation of lines, shapes and functions.
The composition is one of the most important concepts in all arts, comes from the
Latin compositio, which means availability and link of the elements or parts of a work-art
in a single system. The term composition means making, stapling, connection. Each
composition should be composed of a minimum three artistic principles, but the more we
use art principles the more the composition will be richer, but we cannot claim that is
better.
In art, under composition we understand the way of construction of an art work. This
term is associated with both the design process and the realization of the idea. The aim of
the composition is to control the eye of the viewer. The observer can see what you (the
designer, photographer, artist) wants him to see. In landscape art the composition means
combining the visual elements and principles in building a case.
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The exact composition can do a lot in building one design work which should be no
more than a picture of a park, but a work of art. In building an artwork, designers make a
few sketches that help him to display their own idea in a proper way.
The composition is a matter of relations of a work of art. Composing means
deployment of the masses, lines, shapes, colors and other elements, among whose relations
can be, as we saw in the previous statement, the repetition, harmony and contrast, the
symmetry and asymmetry in different rhythms and etc.
The main goal of every composition is for the designer to express his idea more
efficiently, and that can only happen with a composition in which everything is in its place
and everything is connected to make a firm and clear synthesis.
Synthesis means unity, and unity is what makes the work to release a strong
impression even upon the first contact with the viewer. Given that the first and strongest
impression composed pictorial elements that give the impression instantly and directly on
the emotions of the viewer, the designer should seek his expression to flow more through
them than through thematic content.
After all, themed content read by the viewer are more read in intellectual way and
afterwards gradually.
Under composition we understand a work composed of several elements that cannot
be shared afterwards, as an example the colorful composition is made up of red, yellow
and blue. Color composition balcony round; water composition made from pools, canals,
lakes, composition of the fountain terrace, sculpture and vegetation Square. So each
completed facility composed of several elements is a composition. In landscape
environment compositions are made in accordance with the functions to fulfill that space.
For example in the entertainment sector composition is composed of terraces, stairs,
balustrades, lamps, vases, tables, chairs and more.
The successful preparation of the composition implies compliance of colors, shapes,
sizes, vegetation, architecture, sculpture and the effects obtained with the use of water.
This alignment of the elements in the landscape should be within the entire park area.
Landscape designers play with different ingredients to create a satisfactory piece of
architecture. They have proportion, color, contour, appearance, harmony, shadow and
frameworks available. Furthermore, the designer should require these qualities in the
object or thing that works and to implement them in the drawing. However, there's no
better way to learn about the subject then to draw and there's no better way to also
remember that there are really under the surface appearance.
Composition in landscape art, like other arts, treats placements and the connection of
the elements or parts of the relevant work in a single system. Landscape art conventionally
conceived and implemented in two components: planning and spatial composition. Each
garden or park is composed of two types of compositions - voluminous - spatial and flat
pooled together.
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In landscape art we review conditionally the two parts: planned and spacious.
The flat (plan) composition - flat in two dimensions, made of lines and shapes, and
serves as a base or the basis of space. Called architectural - planning solutions of the work
consists of different lines and shapes that form alleys, fields, grasslands, color ground
floor.
Voluminous-spatial composition - in three dimensions, through it creates all spaces
in a composition. It is built from the ground relief forms, trees, bushes, architectural,
sculptural and other elements. They are interrelated, and their influence additionally. In
realization of the project firstly, it being made an architectural - planned solution, and then
it’s build a voluminous - spacious composition.
Conclusion
Composition is a theory which is exploring the rules for union and structural
elements (their relationship) and groupings in a harmonious system in accordance with the
fine idea of the artist.
This whole relationship in the creation of an art work to perfect futuristic work
futuristic architecture needs good knowledge of the composition which is the basis for a
landscape architecture. Seeing something as elusive futurism is only a matter of immense
creativity. Freedom inner urge of expression. Therefore futuristic composition impresses
the viewer.
For us today, futurism remained synonymous with adrenaline injections restoration,
aesthetics expressing feelings machines unreasonably believes in progress and provoke the
public in order to create a modern achievement in the plane of antiquity and the
Renaissance. From our perspective, these investments are naive, a big reason for the
saturation of the ideas of prosperity, a bright future, unrivaled driving force of youth,
before their modest results in the past.
The concept of the world we live in today is full of futuristic of what it futuristic
ideas and form a starting point for creating a futuristic parks. When the vision for the
future is not clear as it is the case with futurism.
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